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The man who will love you forever is out there right now. Do you know how to find him, meet him,
attract him, and keep him in your life? This book shows you how. Can you have it all? I believe that
smart, successful women can have both a great career and a rich, warm, fulfilling love life. See smart women like yourself were having unfulfilling love lives on an epidemic scale when I was an
advisor at Harvard. They either couldn't find the right guy, were with the wrong guy, had
relationships that didn't last, or had given up on dating entirely. So I wrote this book to remedy the
situation. This is not your grandma's dating guide. Partially because I'm not your grandma, and
partially because the 21st century poses unprecedented challenges to the modern woman. With a
high-powered career, it may seem that there just isn't time for love. And nowadays, lots of guys are
less educated and affluent than you. What to do? Ancient Wisdom + Modern Science = Lasting
Love & Happiness For You This book combines ancient wisdom with modern science to give smart,
successful women like yourself a heart-centered, science-based, practical guide to finding fulfillment
in your love lives - and far beyond. I give it all to you in a series of small, easy steps that put the fun
back in dating, plus the science and reasoning behind it so you can trust where it all comes from.
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I loved the Tao of Dating: the Smart Woman's Guide to Being Absolutely Irresistable. I've read a lot
of relationship books but this one seemed to resonate with me the most. It's kind of hard to describe
what it is about this book that makes you feel so special, so sensual, so...womanly. It's about
harnessing the inner goddess, the one who is downplayed because in our society we have to be

strong and stand on our own, and we don't need a man! But...we still want one. It's hard to find the
balance between the yin(feminine) and the yang(masculine) when our yin is muted so much. It's
time to remember what it means to be a woman and stop worrying how to get a man. They will
come. Men want women. Period. Stop caring so much. The idea of being detached and expecting
no outcome was incredibly uplifting to me. Imagine the freedom of not having to worry what a man
thinks of you...who cares! This book shows you a new perspective on how to look at these
situations. For instance, say someone doesn't like champagne, that doesn't mean that champagne
is bad, maybe it's just not for them. This approach will make it easier, not to mention you will learn
how to stop feeling rejected. You can let go of the striving to be more, you already are everything
you want! A metaphor from the book that I truly enjoyed-(paraphrased)...A sapling of great redwood
is still a redwood, even when it is just a sapling. At every point of its journey, it is a great redwood, it
just keeps growing.One aspect of this book that I really loved was the thought that I shouldn't ask for
something because it affirms that it is missing in my life. Replace desire with gratitude. Instead of
focusing on the fact that I don't have a good man, car, etc...I am thankful for what I have and I seek
to serve others.
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